Pet care items

The following are suggestions for items that could be used in the sorting activity.

It is not an exhaustive list, teachers may prefer to introduce other items or to just select a few of these. For older children, teachers could introduce ‘red herrings’ – i.e. things that are not for pets at all!

- Cat litter tray
- Tin of dog food
- Hamster drinking bottle
- Hamster bedding
  For more information see Useful websites section
- Dog collar and lead
- Cat toy
- Hamster food bowl
- Cat food and drink bowl
- Dog food and drinking bowls
- Poop scoop
- Dog toy
- Flea protection for dog or cat
- Hamster exercise wheel
  For more information see: rspca.org.uk/allaboutanimals/pets/rodents/hamsters/behaviour
- Dog chew
- Cat food
- Hamster food
- Hamster toy, e.g. tube
- Packet from worming tablets